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Preface

The journey on The Road to the World Car 2015 begins today at the Paris auto show, with the celebration of the Audi A3 as the
2014 World Car of the Year winner. It will end exactly six months from now when the 2015 World Car Award winners in five
categories are announced at the New York International Auto Show.

The World Car Awards (WCA) are more than just an awards program, however. The WCA’s judging panel, which is made up of 73
prominent automotive journalists from more than 20 countries around the world, forms a community of automotive experts
that also serves as an important resource for the industry. Their role is not just to reward current achievement but to help
provide an insight into the future, foster innovation and thought leadership.

As an example of that contribution, the World Car Awards and Prime Research work together to offer a glimpse of The Road
Ahead via their annual Global Trends Report presented at the New York International Auto Show.

Today, for the first time, Prime Research is pleased to present the inaugural World Car PR Study at the Paris Motor Show 2014.

This report marks the beginning of a new annual tradition that will supplement the Global Trends Report. It addresses the
importance of different media activities, aspects of manufacturers' drive events, and the journalists' relationships to press
departments.

There is one clear result: it’s all about cars, people and events and the interaction among the three.

Beth Rhind
Executive Manager | World Car Awards

Dr. Rainer Mathes
President | PRIME Research



Global Expert Community Global Media Trends

73 top automotive journalists > 1.000 news media | TV, print, online News channels

All World Car jurors > 20 Mio. social media | Blogs, forums, networks Social channels

Top 25 markets Countries

All automotive brands [> 150] and models Brands

PRIME automotive research
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Unhappy
journalists

Automotive PR industry ‘Climate Index‘

Overall, journalists were highly satisfied with PR departments – across all continents. 

? The “Automotive PR Industry Climate Index” measures the satisfaction of automotive journalists with PR departments. 
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Test vehicles

Personal contact to PR department

Drive events

Photo material

Motor shows

Access to board members/managers

Press packages

Press releases

Workshops

Static launches

Social media presence of PR department

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
not important very importantmixed

Communication instruments

Personal contacts to the PR department are key for journalists. While test vehicles and drive events are seen 
as crucially important, journalists have mixed feelings about classic ”static launches“. 

? “How important are the following communication instruments for your journalistic work?”

2014
Expert Panel

3

2

1

The closer it gets to people and 
cars, the better is the rating.

still 
important
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Additional communication instruments

Phone calls are still highly appreciated and show more value than any form of digital communication. The 
needs for video content increased over the last years and manufacturers are following this trend. 

? “Please let us know if we have forgotten any important communication instruments.” 

“A phone call with / from a PR person is far 
more valuable than an email.”

“Video material is becoming more and more important.”

“Better understanding of needs for video media -
though that is starting to vastly improve.”
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Drive event in general

Location of drive event

Quality of press materials

Quality of insights and 
given information

Invitation to drive event

Travel information

Information in advance / briefing

-2 -1 0 1 2 3very poor very goodmixed

Drive events

The drive event itself and especially the location are the most important differentiators. Information and 
briefings in advance have a great potential to improve.  

? “Of the drive events you participated in 2014, which event do you remember being the most and least pleasant?”

2014
Expert Panel

Bad drive events Good drive events

Aspects that make the difference…
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“It is very important for me to test a variety of 
different engines and not only one or two.”

“Drive events should be as least time-consuming as possible.”

“I like drive events that are combined with other events (e.g. Motor Shows).”

“I prefer travelling to other countries than domestic locations for drive events.”

“Launch-events with multiple models are better than launch events with only one model.”

?

Drive events

The location, time and format of a drive event is highly dependent on the car to be launched. Launch-events 
with multiple models are facing mixed reactions. 

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

strongly agreestrongly disagree

“Drive events can be arranged very differently. Please rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statements.”

2014
Expert Panel

Highly dependent on the
importance or “news

value“ of a car launch. 

mixed
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Drive events | Travel length

Of course, the accepted travel length is highly dependent on the news value of a drive event. The overall rule 
seems to be, the longer the travel period, the less acceptance. 

“What maximum travel length (e.g. flight time) is acceptable for a drive event? ”
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10 hours

►More than half of the journalists don‘t have any issues travelling for 10 hours or more. 
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Condition of test car

Return of test car

Order of test car

Availability of test car

Clearance / billing 
(e.g. handling of expenses)

Delivery of test car

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

Test cars

The five worst test car experiences in 2014 are mainly based on a poor delivery / disposal process of the
vehicle.  

? “Please rate the different aspects of the test car organisation, based on your experience on 2014.”

2014
Expert Panel

very poor very goodmixed

Worst 5 test car
organisations

Average

That‘s where
frustration starts…
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Availability of PR department

Support of PR department

Openness of PR department

Access to information

Speed of PR department 
(response time to queries)

Research / interview process in total

Access to management and experts

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
very poor very goodmixed

Research / interviews

Access to management and experts are great at some manufacturer‘s events, however there is room for
improvement. 

? “With which PR departments have you worked closest for research and interviews in 2014? And please rate the different aspects of your research and 
interviews with those PR departments.”

2014
Expert Panel

The openness of PR departments is highly praised by the journalists: 

› “Open and honest with information, trusting, received info way early.”

› “Openness, eagerness to answer virtually any question.”

› “Openness of spokespeople, access to information.” 

› “Openness, resources, competence.”

› “Open and helpful staff.”

› “Open information, open to individual stories.”

› “Friendly people, open minded, capable to fulfill individual requests.”

› “Open to talk about any topics.”

The higher the influence
of the PR department, 
the better is the rating.

Biggest room for
improvement.
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Distant Friendly

Incompetent Competent

Disrespectful Respectful

Non-credible Credible

Sceptical Trustful

Hard to get in touch with Always available

Irrelevant Relevant

Incomplete Comprehensive

Passive Active

Slow reaction Quick reaction

Customary (conservative) topics Innovative topics

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

Press departments

Overall, global automotive PR departments are evaluated as being highly professional.  

? “Please rate the different aspects of three PR department you had most contact with across 2014.”

2014
Expert Panel

Worst 5 PR 
departments

Average

“It all starts with
distant relationships“

Polarisation scale – tendency towards each side
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PR departments // brands

The PR departments of Korean brands are evaluated very positively, while PR departments of Japanese and 
American brands are seen with mixed feelings. 

“In general, how would you rate the PR departments of the following brands?”

Korean Brands
(Global PR departments)

European Brands
(Global PR departments)

Japanese Brands
(Global PR departments)

American Brands
(Global PR departments)

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3very poor very goodmixed

Average

German premium 
brands

European #1 
brand

“Excellent PR staff.“
“[…] is very aggressive, 

in a positive way.”
“Hard to access Korean 

top management.”
“Small press car park.”
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“The success triangle for automotive PR“ 

E V E N T S P E O P L E C A R S

• Drive events remain a crucially important tool. 
The journalists prefer to experience a model in 
all its variations and intensively, instead of 
getting presented a variety of different models 
at one event. 

• An event wins or loses with the quality and 
credibility of its experts. Simple PR 
spokespersons are not sufficient to transfer 
authenticity

• Photo and video materials gain importance.

• Static presentations are often seen as a waste 
of time. 

• Public RELATIONS – it is all about relationships 
and an individual approach.

• Credibility: Trust, expertise and openness are 
key factors for a credible message transfer and 
successful PR work.

• Static launches and plain press releases are less 
important for car journalists than personal 
contacts and drive events. 

• Shifting PR work into social channels receives 
little resonance. 

• Test cars are of substantial importance for car 
journalists.  

• Model availability (size of the press car pool) 
and easy booking are appreciated. 

• Give journalists time to experience the product 
and provide acceptable loan periods for test 
cars. An easy and flexible pick-up and return is 
important. 

• Contact with PR manager when picking up a 
test car / bringing it back is important. 

PR

Cars

PeopleEvents

“Journalists rely heavily on testing cars and on
credible information sources like top management
and experts.
And they like to meet both assets at drive events.”

Dr. Rainer Mathes
President | PRIME Research
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